
ONE THOUSAND AND ONE NIGHTS

One Thousand and One Nights is a collection of Middle Eastern folk tales compiled in Arabic during the Islamic Golden
Age. It is often known in English as the.

Aladdin is still carrying the lamp, and when his mother tries to clean it, a second, far more powerful genie
appears, who is bound to do the bidding of the person holding the lamp. Everyone lives happily ever after,
Aladdin eventually succeeding to his father-in-law's throne. He winds up at a mysterious cave, where there
lives a beautiful lady named Paribanou with all of her servants. The stories â€” from historical tales to tragic
romances to comedies â€” were collected over many centuries by a huge range of scholars and authors. How
dare you think that you can consummate marriage with a lady like me, while your hands smell of not only
cumin but of saffron as well! Indian folklore is represented in The Nights by certain animal stories, which
reflect influence from ancient Sanskrit fables. Unbeknownst to them, Cassim's wife puts a blob of wax in the
scales to find out what Ali Baba is using them for, as she is curious to know what kind of grain her
impoverished brother-in-law needs to measure. The genie did not assist in the defeat of the sorcerer; instead,
Aladdin himself had magic able to take back the kingdom and only encountered the genie in subsequent
adventures. A Haunted House The haunted house, a mainstay of modern horror, also appears in the Nights. So
the fisherman went to the treasurer and taking his eight thousand dirhems, put them in a bag he had with him.
The different versions have different individually detailed endings in some Scheherazade asks for a pardon, in
some the king sees their children and decides not to execute his wife, in some other things happen that make
the king distracted but they all end with the king giving his wife a pardon and sparing her life. This is the
earliest known surviving fragment of the Nights. Ali Baba brings the body home where he entrusts Morgiana,
a clever slave-girl from Cassim's household, with the task of making others believe that Cassim has died a
natural death. Other Arabian Nights tales also depict Amazon societies dominated by women, lost ancient
technologies, advanced ancient civilizations that went astray, and catastrophes which overwhelmed them.
Characters Featured. Contents [ show ] Narration The main frame story concerns Shahryar. However, the thief
is recognized by Morgiana, who performs a sword dance with a dagger for the diners and plunges it into the
thief's heart, when he is off his guard. Fortunately, Aladdin retains a magic ring lent to him by the sorcerer as
protection. Crime fiction elements are also present near the end of "The Tale of Attaf" see Foreshadowing
above. Khusrau and Shirin with the Fisherman King Khusrau of Persia loved fish; and one day, as he sat in his
saloon, he and Shirin his wife, there came a fisherman, with a great fish, and presented it to the King, who was
pleased and ordered the man four thousand dirhems. But the city is ominously silent. This King has a vagina.
He is shocked to discover that his brother's wife is unfaithful; discovering his own wife's infidelity has been
even more flagrant, he has her executed: but in his bitterness and grief decides that all women are the same.
They use the carpet to go home, and Ahmed uses his apple to cure her. The thieves, finding the body gone,
realize that yet another person must know their secret, and they set out to track him down. Only this time, a
chunk is chipped out of the stone step at Ali Baba's front door. And so the king kept Scheherazade alive day
by day, as he eagerly anticipated the finishing of the previous night's story. This time, he memorizes every
detail he can of the exterior of Ali Baba's house. His translation remained standard until the midth century,
parts even being retranslated into Arabic. Edit The main frame story concerns Shahryar, whom the narrator
calls a "Sasanian king" ruling in "India and China". Ali Baba is at first angry with Morgiana, but when he
finds out the thief wanted to kill him, he is extremely grateful and rewards Morgiana by marrying her to his
son. In the story, a crew of explorers, after following a long path marked by sinister statues and a dark castle
full of tombs, come to a walled city. Scheherazade, the vizier's daughter, offers herself as the next bride and
her father reluctantly agrees. They fall in love but Ahmed returns home to his father, who believes that he is
dead after all this time. He noted that the Sassanid kings of Iran enjoyed "evening tales and fables". Again,
Morgiana discovers and foils the plan, killing the 37 thieves in their oil jars by pouring boiling oil on them. All
extant substantial versions of both recensions share a small common core of tales: [39] The Merchant and the
Genie. This leads to the next tale in the cycle, the "Tale of the Jewish Doctor", where the doctor accidentally
trips over the hunchback's body, falls down the stairs with him, and finds him dead, leading him to believe that
the fall had killed him. The texts of the Syrian recension do not contain much beside that core. The next night,
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Scheherazade finished the story and then began a second, even more exciting tale, which she again stopped
halfway through at dawn. On the night of their marriage, Scheherazade asked if she might bid one last farewell
to her beloved sister, Dunyazade, who had secretly been prepared to ask Scheherazade to tell a story during
the long night. Providing riddles, laying questions, challenges. Characters occasionally provide poetry in
certain settings, covering many uses. Some of these date back to earlier Persian, Indian and Arabic literature,
while others were original to the One Thousand and One Nights.


